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Call For Papers 
 

We call for all the scientific essays, unpublished abstract papers, philosophical writings, and 
summaries or research with the authors’ name on it. If you are a member of DSA, staff member 
of the UEF or otherwise interested in themes of science and philosophy you can submit your 
paper in all these categories. We will start our science paper in the following UEFDSA 
Newspaper issues. Do you want to publish more general material? Do you wish to fatten your 
writer portfolios? Now there is a great chance to do that and also let other people actually know 
about your research. 

One reason for this call of papers is to promote doctoral students and researchers alike for the 
wider audience and also promote the constant effort that we do during the doctoral studies. We 
also want to open this forum for methodological development and general scientific reference 
frame development that requires more philosophical reach than many of the peer-review papers 
would allow. This includes also themes that are still within the realm of speculation and try-
out phases. Send papers to aritervashonka@hotmail.com for the edit. 

 

Science categories will be 

I. Scientific essays 
II. Philosophical writings 
III. Summaries of research 
IV. Unpublished abstract papers 
V. Methodological essays 
VI. Book reviews 

 

Freedom for the scientific essays! 

Ari J. Tervashonka – vice editor in chief 
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Corona (COVID-19) –
prevention and contagion

By ARI J. TERVASHONKA

Figure: Coronavirus in an illustration.

Preparing for the corona varies by the (1) age, (2)
medical condition of the people and (3) concentration
of corona cases within the area where you are. Age
and general health are the main factors of what are
chances of surviving coronavirus.

In China, the general mortality rate has been thus
far near 3000 with over 80.000 corona cases. In
terms of information, we are limited to the cases that
hospitals know so the amount of cases is higher than
in news. That being said the case amount in China
has given information on some of the limitations of
coronavirus.

The current general mortality rate of the corona
has been 3,4 % that is less than in the case of SARS,
Ebola and Spanish flu. For people aged over 80 have
had a mortality rate of 15 %, while children below
the age of 10 have all so far survived and generally
healthy people have 0–less than the general mortality
rate. Also the medical condition of the person effects
the result of the disease. People with lung and breath-
ing problems, diabetes and other breathing-related
conditions have a higher mortality rate.

Because of the lack of information, many studies
on coronavirus are still based on similar diseases or
similar coronaviruses as SARS and MERS. Accord-
ing to 22 studies coronavirus survives in surface
areas up to nine days at room temperature. The
general surface pathogen persistence is 4-5 days.
This means that if you happen to order something
from China the contagion would be highly improb-
able in cases of weeks or over month waiting times.
Low temperatures and high humidity increase virus
lifespan. If the comparison to SARS or MERS is
correct in case of optimal surface life (virus still being
in optimal condition for contamination), that can be
counted in hours. On the exact hours of corona virus
losing its capacity to copy itself while being on the
surface there is no information yet.

Precautions
When you are in public don’t touch your face.

Only do this after you have washed your hands. This
simple action cuts substantially chances for many
virus contagions. Hand washing and sanitizing are
important when coming back to home or after being
at high population density areas. Use your brains,
if Corona is spreading in the area don’t handshake
people and limit, if able, the distance at least to 1
meter.

A contagion of the corona spreads mostly through
contaminated surface areas while after touching your
nose, eyes, and mouth. Also if other people cough the
transition limit is between 1–1.5 meters. Enclosed
air ventilation systems such as in public transports
or cinemas, shops, gyms, restaurants, and bar, can
also raise the probability of contagion in areas where
there are more corona patients.

What if I get it?
You contact the hospital of your area with a list

of your symptoms. The good side is that you get to
know is it Corona or something else. Secondly, by
this action, you can limit the contagion of Corona by
being sure. You wouldn’t want to cause harms for
your elder relatives. While you are suspecting that
you have corona it is recommendable to use a mask
or at least some fabric if you don’t have a mask.

Symptoms include fever, cough, and shortness of
breath. Symptoms may appear generally 2-14 days
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after exposure and the most viral episode of the virus
is at the beginning of the symptoms during days 3-5.
For the end note generally being contagiously sick at
work is thoughtless and stupid.

Figure: Coronavirus in microscope.

What about masks?
The basic masks have essentially diminishing

return as a safety measure and mostly used for corona
patients. If you want to go for literal overkill for
safety you can result in same masks than doctors use
(and should use). In this case, it is recommendable
to use masks of these sort N95 / 3M (that specifi-
cally equals to N95) / FFP2 (mostly used in Finland).
These masks are good for prevention but you have to
follow introductions.

If you get a mask, go to YouTube and find videos
on ‘N95 how to wear and remove’, to make sure you
are using mask correctly. These types of masks are
harder to use and breathing will be more laboured.
This is why you should only use them when coun-
try or area where you are going has more corona
cases and there is a higher chance of Corona, in-
cluding closed air systems such as trains, buses and
other public transportation, shops, and public high
population density places.

More information:
• Gladstone Institution lecture – Understanding the 2019 Novel Coronavirus Outbreak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAFj-sp-SYs
• N95 mask How to wear & Remove https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoxpvDVoNI
• Sciencealert – New Study indicates how long coronaviruses can survive on a surface
https://www.sciencealert.com/study-shows-just-how-long-coronaviruses-can-stick
-around-on-a-surface
• THL (Finnish institute for health and welfare) updated information
https://thl.fi/en/web/infectious-diseases/what-s-new/coronavirus-covid-19-late
st-updates

Ari J. Tervashonka

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UAFj-sp-SYs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zoxpvDVo_NI
https://www.sciencealert.com/study-shows-just-how-long-coronaviruses-can-stick-around-on-a-surface
https://www.sciencealert.com/study-shows-just-how-long-coronaviruses-can-stick-around-on-a-surface
https://thl.fi/en/web/infectious-diseases/what-s-new/coronavirus-covid-19-latest-updates
https://thl.fi/en/web/infectious-diseases/what-s-new/coronavirus-covid-19-latest-updates
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In 2020, who will be the UEFDSA board members?

Join the UEFDSA Annual General Meeting

in Kuopio/Joensuu, date not fixed yet

feel free to contact

juha-matti.huusko@uef.fi, +358 40 528 2815

UEFDSA 2019
Miia Hurskainen chair
Ari J. Tervashonka vice chair
Bukunmi Akinwunmi secretary
Juha-Matti Huusko treasurer
Hasan Sohail events manager
Katarzyna Wisniewska social media
(Kasia) coordinator
Kenneth Muhumuza material manager
Katinka Käyhkö associate

To join as a member in UEFDSA, you need to
• be a PhD student in UEF
• pay a 10€ membership fee once
• fill a membership application form
More information at:
http://www.uef.fi/fi/web/dsa/membership
Also non-members are welcome to join our events.
From non-members, we usually collect a 2€ fee to
cover for the snacks present, if any.

http://www.uef.fi/fi/web/dsa/membership
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Figure. Botania is a botanical garden in Joensuu. There are also butterflies.

Dear all,

Botania is a botanical garden in Joensuu. It is open during Thursday-Sunday. https://botania.fi/

I have bought a "myself + 3 friends" pass for 1 year. Therefore, I can take my friends to Botania for next 1
year. If you wish to go with me, I am usually free on
• Thursday 15-17
• Friday 16-18
• Saturday (perhaps for 2 hours, at some point, during 10-20)
• Sunday (perhaps for 2 hours, at some point, during 10-18)

For me, the idea is that after working in Metria, I will go to Botania for 1-2 hours to relax / hang out / drink
coffee / work with laptop.

Best wishes,
Juha-Matti Huusko
juha-matti.huusko@uef.fi
tel. +358 40 528 2815

https://botania.fi/
juha-matti.huusko@uef.fi


An origami cube

Let’s make an origami cube. In these instructions, the front of the paper is red and the back of
the paper is blue. The paper is on top of a table of similar size, which is gray.

Fold the paper in half (2 times).

Fold the sides next to the folds, which were just created (4 times).

From the back side: fold three quaters (“3/4”) (4 times).

Fold diagonally (2 times).

The end is a little bit difficult. See the video [5:11→]:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vXVblyJnqY&t=311

Figure. Final result.
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Advertisement prices
If you want to publish advertisements at a fair price contact us with your
advertisement at uefdsa@protonmail.com

For the next newspaper
(regular price)
Size A5 70 €
Size A6 30 €
Size A7 15 €
Size A8 10 €
Size A9 5 €

For the next 3 newspapers
(ota 3, maksa 2)
Size A5 140 €
Size A6 60 €
Size A7 30 €
Size A8 20 €
Size A9 10 €

Long term
(at least 3 newspapers)
Size A5 46.60 € / newspaper
Size A6 20 € / newspaper
Size A7 10 € / newspaper
Size A8 6.60 € / newspaper
Size A9 3.30 € / newspaper

Full page size advertisements are negotiable.

• UEFDSA newspaper supports itself. It is not done with membership fees.
• Of the advertisement money, 70 % goes to expenses of writers and magazine.

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8
A9

Buy an ad For example, this
A9 ad costs 5€. Moreover,
if you post this ad for every
issue, it is only 3.30€/month.
Contact: uefdsa@protonmai
l.com

Osta mainos. Esimerkiksi
tämä A9-kokoinen mainos
maksaa 5€. Kuukausittainen
hinta 3.30€/kk.
Ota yhteyttä: uefdsa@proto
nmail.com

Köp en annons. Till exem-
pel, den här A9 annonsen
kostar 5€. Månatliga priset är
3.30€/månat.
Vänligen kontakta oss: uefd
sa@protonmail.com

uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
uefdsa@protonmail.com
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Scienti˛c Paper‘ { I. E‘‘ay‘
Why the social sciences are not
reducible to natural sciences?

By ALIREZA MOMENI

Introduction

T
he natural sciences, based on universal
law [1], historically, stand up distinctively
valuable epistemic position over all field
of sciences. On the other hand, philos-

ophy of social sciences is based on some certain
concepts, which are developed by a set of social reg-
ularities/situations. The most important questions,
in this sense are; are the social sciences reducible
to the natural sciences, particularly physics? Does
social inquiry utilize the same “scientific methods”
as natural science?

In this essay, I show that even before considering
the social sciences as the real sciences, several epis-
temic fallacies were occurred leading somehow by
two sets of perspectives including Reductionism and
Essentialism. I emphasis on avoiding both two mod-
els of viewing to secure the social sciences standing
which might be recognized as inferior discipline.
Otherwise, by losing significance of the social sci-

ences, several issues may arise for the field, for
instance, receiving much less support and funding
from government, universities, etc., than other dis-
ciplines, consequently discouragement of scholars
who chose the inferior pursuits [2, 3].

Finally, I am going to argue that a compelling
account of the social sciences based on the certain
ontological principals in social phenomenon help us
to build up the compatible and realistic expectations
from the social sciences.

The Social Sciences beyond of the
philosophy of science

So many years ago, Thales of Miletus claimed
that he knows the originating principle of the natu-
ral world by declaring water as the first cause of the
nature [4]. The other Milesian, Anaximenes stated
that the air is the source of every things [5]. Heracli-
tus insisted in ever-present change and motion of the
univers [6]. Socrates, after six centuries later, was
concerned that some of the early naturalist Greek
philosopher explain things merely in favor of matter
andmotion regardless of human intelligent order [7].

The study of human behavior, over the centuries,
had been the realm of theology and mythology, just
Rene Descartes in 17th century attempted to explain
human body function with mechanical explanation.
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In nineteenth century, Aguste Comte, as known as fa-
ther of sociology [8] aimed to place social sciences
in the scientific hierarchy [9, 10], however, his con-
cern was that the new-established discipline may fall
to pre-science realm – metaphysics and theology –
it made him to refer to physics by developing con-
cept of “Social Physics” [10] based on “the positive
philosophy” [9]. At the turn of the 20th century,
Science has historically been a physics-dominated
field [11]. Since the early 1980, the philosophy of
social science, which address certain basic philo-
sophical questions toward the social sciences, has
become a popular discipline [2, p. xv]. Philoso-
phers of science turned formerly to social realm for
understanding how the knowledge can be acquired
from social world as well as natural world. Dur-
ing the 20th century, Karl Popper and Thomas Kuhn
built the most fundamental criticisms of knowledge
created through induction in natural sciences. Karl
Popper pay more attention to the social sciences,
although he never hides his interest in the natural
sciences [12]. He proposes the idea of “unity of the
method”, while he suggests the “situational analy-
sis”more benefit method to the social sciences [12].

Viewing the social sciences through the essen-
tialist lens and reducing it to the natural sciences and
physics, such the epistemic fallacies make an unre-
alistic hierarchy for the sciences in which the social
sciences might be recognized as inferior discipline.
In next part, I deal with to show thesemisleading per-
spectives within emphasizing to avoid them through
study sciences.

Essentialist lens
“Are the social sciences really inferior to the nat-

ural sciences?” To arrive at that question asked by
Austrian-American economist, Fritz Machlup in his
article in 1961 [1], at this point, you may think that;
are the social sciences really science? The later ques-
tion by itself bears a certain in-depth question that
ask what science really is. As you see, Machlup’s
question inquires the position of the social sciences
in a hierarchical clustering of sciences, with holding
implicitly the scientific nature for the social sciences
in advance. It seems the first question lead us to go
deeper and deeper into the subject until reaching the
roots.

The philosophers of science, historically, moved
most often from the surface to the depth; getting
to the origins. They constantly seek out the com-
mon principles that lie in the underlying layers of
sciences, attempting to reach the essence of the sci-
ences, and finding a common ancestor to all the
sciences evolutionarily. For instance, the contro-
versy between the rationalists who hold the origin
of knowledge as rational inference [13], and the em-
piricists who maintain the experiment and observa-
tion as the basis of knowledge [11, 13] is such a long
story in philosophy of science.

This idea that “the essence of sensible things can
be found in other andmore real things-in their primo-
genitors or forms” [14, p. 317] outlined by Plato and
many of his followers [14]. The key role of science,
therefore, is to discover the latent reality or essence.
The most important question in this sense is; can
we simply talk about the soul (or essence) of science
with fixed and unchanged properties? Popper argues
that the philosopher of science, by adopting such an
essentialist approach that inquires what is, or what
are and not why [15]. In other words, the philoso-
pher of science might describe the science within
its axioms, but by this way, the logic of scientific
changes, internal complexity, and extrinsic networks
of science will be eventually ignored, whilst the ad-
vancements in knowledge take place most often in
changes [16]. On the other hand, the common prin-
ciples of sciences, if any, seems are disputable and
no discoverable easily. Applying such a mentioned
approach, most importantly, may lead us to build
a dogmatic hierarchy, somehow, in science, which
boosts totalitarianism and authoritarianism [17].

Furthermore, detection of epistemic errors, in
this sense, is more effective than looking for roots of
knowledge. Popper proposed a magical technique
so-called Critical Rationalism [12, 15, 17, 18] to
avoid the scientific dogmatism. He writes, “Science
must begin with myths, and with the criticism of
myths; neither with the collection of observations,
nor with the invention of experiments, but with the
critical discussion of myths.” [17, VII]

Reductionism
“There is physics and there is stamp-collecting”

this famous statement of physicist E. Rutherford
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(quoted by Crane, & Mellor, 1990) [19], recall the
idea of Reductionism in science which is originated
from unified science theory. In the 20Th century,
Rudolph Carnap (1934), as a leading figure of the
Vienna Circle, proposed the idea in his book so-
called the unity of science [20], while it is old as
even before philosophy of science was invented [21].
Reductionism most often covers view in which all of
sciences regardless of several ontological and episte-
mological differences are reduced to one discipline
such as physics. This reductive process may happen,
therefor, in three aspects of science including vocab-
ulary, laws, and explanatory principals [22]. Early
philosophers of science, such as Auguste Comet,
may initially thought that demarcation such a suf-
ficient approach play key role to solve many social
issues, and the following controversy in this sense –
reductionism or the Unity of Science, never imag-
ined before. Karl Popper, later pointed that “the
believers in reduction who, for some philosophical
or other reason, adopt a priori the dogmatic position
that reduction must be possible, in a way” [15, p. 8].

Social phenomena versus natural
phenomena

In this part, I emphasize on the certain features
of the social phenomena compared the natural in-
cident, which may inspire to open the comparative
discussion between the social sciences versus the
natural sciences, and building up the compatible and
realistic expectations from all both disciplines.

1. Complexity versus simplicity
The social phenomena, such the highly complex pro-
cesses [3] have many interrelated parts inside, and
a broad network of contributed variables outside,
which make them to never acquiesce in the precision
and measurability as well. In contrast, the natural
phenomena are simple and susceptible to measure
mathematical definition precisely.

2. Concept-oriented versus law-oriented
The social phenomena are based on situations, in-
stead of the universal-matter-based laws of physics.
The social situation is defined by a couple of con-
cepts that are utilized by researchers to understand
and explain no absolute reality, but at least like

the real circumstance (verisimilitude) [12]. For in-
stance, the brain drain in the low-income developing
countries as a social phenomenon is explained by
such concepts as poverty and new colonialism (con-
cept), whilst the planet movements can be explained
by the Newton’s laws of motion.

3. Situational versus Universal
The natural events are explained based on the uni-
versal laws that are not limited to a space, time, and
state. In contrast, social issues are situational and
contextual, that change in a particular geography
and time, declining the predictability of social phe-
nomena as well.

4. Changeability versus stability
The social situations as mentioned, are based on
a set of internal and external relationships which
can be identified and explained within its “time”
and “place”, the changeability, therefore, make them
to be less generalizable than natural events. For
instance, are the leading factors contributing to in-
crease the rate of suicide in Tehran the same as
Helsinki?

5. The social theories have many exceptions.
Finally, the social regularities, contrary to the laws
of physics, have many exceptions. In the other
words, there are a couple of social theories, which
would never be falsified. Popper tried to avoid cir-
cularity of positivist verification by relying on the
principles of his innovative method so-called falsi-
fication [15, 17, 18], but some hypothesis or theory
may never have a potential to be falsified in some
disciplines, especially in the social sciences.

Conclusion
To sum up, the study of sciences need mostly to

adopt a non-essentialist (nominalist) approach not
only to explain the nature of each science within
its consequences, advances, and achievements, but
also to develop a plural scientific world. The social
sciences, accordingly, based on their certain onto-
logical features, are not simply reducible to natural
sciences.

Furthermore, the study philosophy of the social
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sciences illustrate that the fundamental differences of
social phenomena compared to natural events make
the fields not amenable to measure precisely defi-
nition within a lower power of predictability, gen-
eralizability, and uniformity rather than the natural
sciences. Applying the same scientific methods as
in all both disciplines and “the unity of method”
seems as an ambitious approach as well as follow-
ing the interpretivist which isolate completely the

way for explanation in the social sciences. However,
rethinking to basic ontological differences between
two disciplines within maintaining the significance
of each one and avoiding the epistemic errors help us
to choose a middle way. Finally, let us to emphasize
that the developments of knowledge and the transi-
tion of scientific patterns and paradigms throughout
the time mostly occurs in the changes.
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Governmental control of
information was not total in

the early 18th century Britain
By JOUKO HARTIKAINEN

I
n my Master’s Thesis I looked into the
ways how the first modern Newspaper,
The London Gazette, of the British Crown
told news of the Great NorthernWar, a se-

ries of conflicts betweenKingdomof Sweden against
a coalition formed by Russia, Denmark, Prussia,
Saxony, Poland and Hanover. This conflict emerged
mostly as a distant foreign war from the British per-
spective. However, in the end this war had also polit-
ical significance in Britain itself, when the changes
in international situation, including change of the
throne to a new Monarch, and domestic politics
caused anti-Swedish bias in the government by 1717.

The era was a very interesting also because it
was an early transition period in the history of the
western press and emerging media. This was one of
the earlier eras of media’s proper propaganda usage
as well. Furthermore, the Great Northern War has
remainedmostly part of the traditional historical nar-
ratives of countries like Sweden, Finland and Russia
and it had at times surprising connections to Britain
which have sometimes been overlooked.

The thesis investigated three different occur-
rences between 1709-1717 and how the paper shared
news and information regarding these events. The
selected theses were: The Battle of Poltava between
Sweden and Russia, British Royal Navy’s presence
and the trade warfare in the Baltic Sea in 1714-
1716 and Swedish plot with British Jacobite rebels
in 1717.

The thesis concludes that the control of informa-

tionwas clearly practised inTheGazette, but that this
had little effect in the long run in a period of emerging
private press that revealed what the Crow’s paper did
not. Time was favouring more commenting forms
of press, both pro- and anti-governmental, and thus
the Crown was somewhat abandoning The Gazette
as a mean of influencing the emerging bourgeoisie,
which was the major component of the public sphere
of the era. The paper thus remained separated from
actual governmental propaganda that was printed in
other publications. Nevertheless, the paper still pre-
sented messages directly from the Crown among
content such as news reports, which were in turn
clearly edited to favour the objectives of the Crown.
This was, however, limitedly effective, as other areas
of press shared conflicting views.

The author here thinks that this thesis was able
to shed some new light on the function of news and
spread of information in early modern Europe and
early Georgian Britain.

With new developments in both the spheres of
international politics (such as Brexit) and changes in
media (the prominent role of social media, scandals
in the British Royal house and struggle over “fake
news”) the thesis and its themes can have some slight
relevance what is happening right now, despite the
obvious distance of the study era and present day.
At least one can see some more universal types of
changes that tend to happen when more freedom
or new ways of expression are made possible in a
society. One cannot help but wonder whether the
gradual change away from professional journalism
towards individualised news and media content via
social media is happening similarly than what hap-
pened with the British Crown’s monopolistic hold of
the media three centuries ago.

Jouko Hartikainen
Master of Arts, UEF

The related Master’s Thesis can be found at: http://urn.fi/urn:nbn:fi:uef-20191169
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From ether experiments to ether skepticism:
Development of Michelson Morley experiment

towards Lodge’s experiments
Ari J. Tervashonka

Change from absolute reference frame by Isaac
Newton towards relative physics by Albert Einstein
was a slow theoretical process that took decades.
During this time ether experiments had a role in
this development. This article studies technological
change from Michelson Morley experiment (1887)
towards renewed versions carried out by Oliver
Lodge. Experiments that Lodge did were devel-
oped further ideas from original Michelson Mor-
ley experiment that was optical. Lodge added to
this study also electrical and magnetic phenomenon

to gain further knowledge. This development was
driven by dissatisfaction towards Michelson Mor-
ley experiment that did not find any evidence for
the existence of ether. Ether was thought to be the
medium substance that was vesicle for magnetic,
electric, thermal and optical phenomena. It was be-
lieved that through this medium we could explain
how these phenomena worked and it was understood
in a mechanistic manner. Lodge used similar rea-
soning while developing further original Michelson
Morley experiment to prove the existence of ether.

Tekniikan Waiheita 3/2017 – History of technology magazine
https://journal.fi/tekniikanwaiheita/article/view/82335


